
How Control

Influences

LCOE Metrics

Performance

wave/sea

conditions

monitor the external

sea & wave conditions

target - estimate current

and future system input (to

allow control to adapt)

primary

capture

control the interaction of the

incident, scattered, radiated

wave fields

targets - wave

cancellation and

absorbtion

control capture level

according to power level

targets - efficiency

and regulation

secondary

conversion

control the applied PTO force

(whether resistive, reactive,
latched, wave-wave, sea-sea etc

according to strategy)

targets - ensure applied

force promotes required
primary capture

control the operating point

on the secondary system's
characteristic surface

target - ensure high

secondary system efficiency

storage
control rates of charge

and discharge

targets - smooth the power

(and loads) seen by

electrical system

electrical

conversion

control torque/force

applied to secondary

conversion

target - ensure secondary

system target operating

point is maintained

control waveform of
exported voltage and current

target - ensure quality of
power exported from machine

WEC device

system

control the interaction

of the power chain

targets - optimise overall

power capture

Availability

Reliability

integrate control with

condition monitoring and

diagnostics

target - identify failing

components to allow

pre-failure intervention

target - identify failed

components to allow

pre-cascade effect

intervention

target - ensure operational

control reflects component/

sub-system condition

apply reliability principles
to the design of the

control system

target - ensure the control
system itself has inbuilt

reliability and fault tolerance

Maintainability

of sub-systems

integrate control with

maintenance schedule
and strategy

target - inform planned &

unplanned maintenance with
system condition data

of the controller maintain the controller

target - easy

(remote) update of

controller code/parameters

Operability

supply control and condition

information via a

human-machine-interface

target - provide high

quality information to

operators

control and monitor

auxiliary systems

target - ensure all

auxiliary systems maintain

effective function

Cost Base

Capex
control the limit loads,
powers, speeds etc within

the WEC system

target - limit the values
of Capex cost drivers (eg

extreme structural loads)

Opex

integrate control with

condition monitoring and
diagnostics

target - minimise the overall

cost of operation through
intelligent O&M

Survivability

Compounding
adapt control to reflect mode
(transit, installation, operation)

& internal/external conditions

target - ensure system survival

for all combinations of conditions

External

Conditions

Survival Sea

States/Waves

control the nature and/or

dynamics (compliance) of

the system

target - avoid/shed/limit or react

loads to ensure no system
element is over-stressed

target - avoid excessive
motions

Regulation Sea

States/Waves

control the flows in

in the power chain

target - ensure no system

element operates beyond its

ratings

Production Sea

States/Waves

control the response

of the system

target - avoid passing excessive

fatigue loading through the system

Calm Sea

States/Waves
monitor system status

target - ensure potential static

mode failures are avoided

Internal

Conditions

Fault

Conditions

control the system to

adjust to specific failure

target - minimise risk of

significant adverse outcomes,

through failsafe control actions

Normal

Operation

control the system to

reflect 'operational mode'

target - ensure the system
response never compromises

survivability

Practicability

Manufacturabilityof the controller

transform the control

system design into

reality

target - ensure the controller

can be readily created using

available products

Integrateability

range of applicability

of the controller

integrate/adapt the basic

controller to different WECs

target - ensure the controller
design can be easily adapted

to different WEC architectures

compatability with
WEC sub-systems

integrate the controller

with the wider system
(interface management)

target - ensure the controller

can be readily integrated into
WEC hardware

Transportability

control the device and

sub-systems during

towing transit

target - safe and effective

WEC transit to site

Installability/

removeability

control the device and

sub-systems during

installation/removal

target - safe and effective

WEC installation/removal

Scaleability

adapt the control system

from simulation to scaled

to full-scale environments

target - ensure the controller

has capability be adapted to

utility scale systems

Connectability

control the quality

of the power delivered

by the WEC

target - ensure all farm

collection and grid code

requirements are met

Yield

the control

objective

the control

activity

the metric

aspect

the core

metric area
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